
IMX e4090 SD/HD OTT IPTV Video Processor

Internet MatrixCast SD/HD 720p/1080i/1080p Streaming Support

The IMX e4090 Processor works with MatrixStream’s patent-pending IMX MatrixCast streaming servers
to stream live TV over the Internet or any IP network without QoS. IMX e4090 video Processor is a
single channel HD H.264 Processor designed to stream high quality videos over the Internet at a low
bitrate. IMX e4090 is capable of streaming HD 720p video as low as 1 Mbps, HD 1080i videos as low as
1.7 Mbps and HD 1080p videos as low as 3.5 Mbps. Viewers can watch high quality live TV using their
MX 1 IP set top boxes and MX 1100 PC viewers.

MatrixCast Fast channel changing

The e4090 Processor support the proprietary hardware accelerated MatriCast fast channel changing over
the public internet or over the managed network. The user will get the same or better channel changing
experience in comparson to cable or satellite.

Intelligent Multi-bitrate (IMB) support

MatrixStream e4090 Processor fully support IMB out of the box so customers can experience the best
live TV experience regardless of bandwidth conditions. MatrixStream will automatically adjust bitrate
consumed based on the overall network condition and bandwidth availability.

Eco-friendly, Cost Effective and Fully Upgradable from SD to HD 1080p

One of the unique features of the IMX e4090 video Processor is customers can save money by ordering
the SD version of the Processor with the ability to upgrade to HD 1080p in the future. IMX e4090 H.264
HD video Processor is designed to provide the best value with low noise and low power consumption.
Additionally, IMX e4090 Processor is cost effective for customers to deploy.

Full HD 720p 1080i and 1080p 3D HDTV Support with Digital Audio

The IMX e4090 Processor is tuned up for the newest H.264 video (also known as MPEG4 part 10 or
AVC) up to 1080p resolution and MPEG4 AAC audio formats. The IMX e4090 also supports closed
caption*. The IMX e4090 Processor is 3D HDTV ready. IMX e4090 will support current and future 3D TV
standards in order to provide the best viewing experience for customers.

Low Latency Internet Video Streaming

IMX e4090 H.264 HD video Processor supports one of the lowest latency for Processors on the market
today with latency time as low as .8 seconds.

Fully Integrated with Existing IMX Products

IMX e4090 series Processor is fully compatible with all existing MatrixStream IMX products.

* Future firmware upgrade

n Telcos - Allows telcos to start
IPTV services instantly over the
IP network they currently own
without any expensive network
upgrades. Allows telcos to
generate additional revenue by
offering voice, data, and video
“triple play” services to existing
customers.

nCLEC IPTV - CLECs can start
IPTV services over the existing
broadband IP network they
already own without expensive
upgrades.

nDistance Learning - Teachers
can offer students live video
learning or on-demand
educational videos.

n Ethnic Content - Foreign-born
nationals can watch movies and
news from their countries
anywhere right over the Internet.

nCampus Entertainment -
Students on campus can view
taped lectures, movies, and
sporting events over the campus
IP network.

nMulti-Site Corporate Training
- Corporations can provide high
quality video training to
customers and employees over
their existing broadband IP
network.

nHospitality - Hotels can offer
HD IPTV to guests over their
in-room TVs. IPTV servers allow
visitors to access a huge library
of videos.

nMulti Dwelling - Apartment
complexes can offer HD live TV
and VOD IPTV services to all the
renters.

n Localized Content - Local
service providers can offer local
events on-demand to
subscribers over the Internet.
Events such as local town hall
meetings, high school football
games, and basketball games
can now be available over the
Internet live or on-demand.
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IMX e4090 SD/HD OTT IPTV Video Processor

gKey Features

Technical Specifications

Support
Warranty

Video Inputs

Audio Inputs

Outputs

Dimension

Weight

Custom support plan available
Standard 1 year hardware and software

HD-SDI (SMPTE292M), SD-SDI (SMPTE 259M-C) with EDH error
detection and correction, HDMI and Component(YPbPr)

Embedded in SDI, HDMI. SPDIF and Analog stereo RCA.

2x independent Ethernet ports (100/1000 BaseT connectors), 1x
Dedicated to service streaming, 1x Out-of-band, dedicated to
management, 1x DVB-ASI (75 Ohm BNC connector)

19” 1 RU rack mountable

11.36 kg / 25 lbs

Model No

MatrixCast
Servers

IMXe4090HD-H264 - IMX e4090 Processor with HD encoding support
IMXe4090SD-H264 - IMX e4090 Processor with SD encoding support
IMXe4090HD-UPGD - IMX e4090 Processor SD to HD upgrade kit

IMXM500 - Enterprise middleware video server
IMXM2200 - Service provider middleware server
IMXi2410 - IMX i2410 live TV MatrixCast streaming server

- MPEG-4 AVC/H.264: ISO/IEC 14496-10 Standard

- Profile/Level: High Profile up to Level 4.1

- Input Resolution: HD 1080p: 23.97/24/25/29.97/30
HD 1080i: 50/59.94/60
HD 720p: 50/59.94/60
SD: 480i60, 576i50

- Output Resolution: HD 1080p: 23.97/24/25/29.97/30
HD 1080i: 50/59.94/60
HD 720p: 50/59.94/60
SD: 480i60 480p29.97/30, 576i50, 576p25

- Video Optimization: MatrixCast Video Engine 2.0
Facial improvement video processing
Maintain highest quality during movement and
Night scenes
Fast channel changing support
Picture in picture support*

- Mobile and OTT support: Automatically transcode to mobile and pc SD
resolutions for highest quality OTT videos.

- MatrixCast Fast Channel Changing: Average less than 1 second depending on
Internet latency.

- Intelligent Multi-bitrate (IMB) support: support multiple SD and HD bitrates

- Deblocking filter: In-loop

- Bitrate Regulation: Matrixcast Internet Optimized

- Input Video Processing: 4:2:0, 4:2:2, 4:4:4 Chroma Sampling
3:2 pulldown

- Bitstream Output Format: Multicast over private network
MatrixCast over the Internet

- Bitstream Output Max Rate: Up to 30 Mbps sustained bitrate

- Audio Output: AAC-LC, AAC-HE (Optional), AC-3 5.1, AAC
5.1* Passthrough

* Future firmware upgrade

IP network

MX 1100 PC Viewer

MatrixCast

iPhones

Android/iPad Tablets Android Phones

MX 2 HD STB

IMX M2200 Middleware Server

IMX X1i Live TV Streaming Server

IMX X1v VOD Streaming Server

IMX e4090HD Video Processor

IMX e4100 Video Gateway
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